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This official 16-month wall calendar is an action-packed trip through the fantastical world of Hyrule,

featuring our hero, Link, in his never-ending quest to save Princess Zelda from the evil Ganon.

Lavish illustration with images from some of Nintendoâ€™s bestselling games will appeal to the

brandâ€™s millions of fans around the globe.
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Nintendo continues to impress with these Zelda themed calendars. This time it focuses mostly on

characters from Skyward Sword and Ocarina Of Time. I don't have a camera ready so I will describe

the images. The cover is blue and has Link from Skyward Sword with his sword and shield drawn.

The first picture for the remaining months of Sept to Dec 2013 is of Zelda's father, Gaepora, from

Skyward Sword holding a book. Jan is Ocarina of Time Link ready to fire an arrow in a classic pose.

Feb is child Zelda from OoT as she turns startled towards Link. March is Saria from OoT. April is

child Link with Navi over his hand from OoT. May is Skyward Zelda standing next to her blue

Loftwing bird. June is a group shot of Talon, Malon (child) and Ingo respectively from OoT. July is

the 3 forms of Blaaz, Master of Fire from the Phantom Hourglass. August is Sheik holding a harp

from OoT. September is Fi (full body image) from Skyward Sword. October is Beast Ganon from

OoT. November is Gohma also from OoT and December is that iconic picture of Link on Epona from

Twilight Princess with the Master Sword drawn.I still have hope for a future calendar featuring art

from older games like A Link To The Past, Link's Awakening and the other not yet featured games

after the release of A Link Between Worlds (featuring Link from ALTTP and Link's Awakening).



My sister's birthday is St. Patrick's Day...thankfully I realized this calender lists it as Sunday the 16th

when it really is Monday the 17th this year! So I'll be wary of the other holidays from now on.

Coolest Calendar ever! Perfect gift for those Legend of Zelda fans! Lobe it. My nephew is the

HUGEST fan of Zelda. He has a huge collection & I love giving him different Zelda items. He smiles

from ear to ear. That is my gift, his happiness! Highly recommend to all.

I got this for my boyfriend off his wish list for Christmas and he loves it. It's a full size calendar with

awesome vibrant artwork. If you have a Zelda/Link fan or collector you're shopping for this is a great

gift.

I buy this calendar every year as a gift to my brother. The pictures are great but the backgrounds

are always bland. It would be a lot better if the backgrounds were pictures from the games instead

of solid colors.

Very ocarina of time 3D heavy... Has twilight princess minimally as well as wind waker (probably

one picture for each) and nothing else. Does not have the older games at all that were so much

better and graphically amazing especially for their times....classic titles every one knows. That made

me sad....I love OoT but...it was a little overdone. When I see a Zelda calendar, I expected more

variety...to see all the Zelda games or at least the more popular ones.

So, I was actually at the mall when I purchased this calendar. I didn't buy it through . When I saw it I

just knew I had to own it. Now, I don't completely regret it but when I opened it up to look at the

pictures, I remember feeling a tad bit disappointed at the simplicity of the pictures. I mean, I

would've liked if the pictures had some backgrounds instead of just a solid color with a figure in the

center. It made the calendar look too simple...at least to me. But nonetheless, I am a Zelda fan and

this calendar will always remind me of that. It would be a nice gift for somebody who really loves

Zelda!

I had never thought of getting an Zelda Calendar until this year, a quick  search brought me to this.

And wow! I'm getting one every year while it's around. Any majora fan would drool over it and every

picture is just awesome print quality, worth saving, and even framing! Just get it and thank yourself



from all the epic memories of playing this series when you look at it.
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